Abstract. Certain twisted cohomology spaces of modules for the standard maximal parabolic subalgebra of âl(n, Q are studied. These results are shown to imply
1. Introduction. In a major recent paper [3] , Kostant described the structure of Whittaker modules and Whittaker vectors for quasisplit, linear semisimple Lie groups. In the case of SL(w, R) a substantial portion of this work had been done independently by Casselman and Zuckerman.
In Kostant's paper there were two major results from which everything else in the paper followed. The first was the irreducibility of certain universal modules. The second was the vanishing of certain cohomology spaces.
In this note we give new proofs of the theorems of Kostant (and therefore those of Casselman and Zuckerman) in the case when G is a real form of a product of groups isomorphic with SL(«, C). We prove a generalization of Kostant's vanishing theorem which is applicable to certain parabolic subalgebras of X *_ i §I(n" Q. In particular, we show that Kostant's universal modules are already irreducible when restricted to these parabolic subalgebras.
Theorem 3.2 is quite general. It is an important special case of a theorem of Kostant. Its proof is included since it is new and involves the theory of Verma modules.
This paper is a spin-off from joint work, [2] , of the author with Roe Goodman. In [2] , one can find applications of the work of Kostant, hence of the material in this paper. Philosophically this paper is related to a joint paper of the author with J. T. Stafford [5] which studies the analogous questions for the case of the trivial character of n.
We note that our definition of Whittaker modules is weaker than Kostant's. We make no assumption of finite generation in our results on vanishing of cohomology.
We look upon <7(b) as a module for b with action, X • C/(b) = 0, X G n and H G b acts by multiplication. Set K=Hom^)(«7(g), 17(b)).
Here £7(g) is a left t7(b)-module under left multiplication and a right í7(g)-module under right multiplication. Let e: Í7(g) -» C be the augmentation (i.e. e(l) = 1 and e(g Í7(g)) = 0). Let <o G V be defined by w(ñ/in) = e(ñ)^(n)h for ñ G Í7(ñ), h G £7(b), « G t7(n).
Set W^ = £7(g)w. Set V^k = {/ G KK* -^(X))kf = 0, X G n}. Then it is easily checked that V^ = U "-1 **,* *s a g-submodule of V and that W^ c ^ is a g-submodule.
Let p = (l/2)2"eA+ a. If A G A* let CA be the b-module, C, with ñ • C = 0 and H-1 = A(H)-\,H eh.
Then BA is a surjective g-module homomorphism.
Let fc Í7(g) -» L7(b) be defined by Z(nhh~) = e(n)e(h~)h. Then £ G K We set ¿a = 5a(Ö-Define for ñ G Í7(ñ), and n G Í7(n), <n, «>A = |a(/jw). Using Lemma 1 of Shapavolov [4] it is easily shown that M _A' = Í7(g)/i -(10 1) with n G Í7(n) and ^('") = 1. (Here 'X = -A-, JT G g, '1 = 1 and '(g,£2) ='g2'gi> g, G Í7(g).) We note that this is the first time we have used the assumption that uV is generic.
Since (M_A)* = Hom^ (7(g), CA_p), the above observations imply that for We therefore have
Let s0 be the unique element of the Weyl group, W of (g, b), such that s0A+ = -A+. Set n = 2'_, CX, and define ^: n -h> C by »/<*,.) = 1, 1 < i < I. Then H¡(n, M) = 0.
Proof. We first look at the case / = 1. Set X¡ = X, Ht = H. We denote by n the Lie subalgebra n" © C where n" is the space of upper triangular matrices in gI"(C) with zeros on the main diagonal. We identify pn with the maximal parabolic subalgebra of §In+ ,(C) given by 0l"(C) c 0 L Let b C êI"+I(C) be the diagonal matrices in Sln+1(Q. Then b © n is a Borel subalgebra of b-Let A be the root system of ( §!(« + 1, C), b) and let A+ be the simple system of roots corresponding to n. Let tf: n -» C be a Lie algebra homomorphism such that >f|na ¥= 0, for a a simple root in A+.
If M is a i>"-module we say that M is a Whittaker module if X -\¡/(X) is nilpotent for X G n. (Note that no finite generation is assumed.) If M is a module for n we denote by /7^(n, M) the Lie algebra cohomology of n with respect to M relative to the action X ■ m = (X -\¡/(X))m. Again, it is clear that the H¡ exist. Lemma 3.1 now implies that there exists u G M so that /(«,) = (t>, -0«. 1 < i < n.
Thus replacing/with/ -g, g(A") = (A" -\j/(X))u, A" £ n, we may assume/(C) = 0.
Let e" . . ., en be the standard basis of C. Then (after possibly changing en by a scalar multiple), i/>(e,) = 0, i < n -l,and >p(en) = 1.
If X G n" and if v G C then 0 = /([u, A"]) -(u -tKu))/(A"). Thus (v -+(v))f(X) = 0 for v G C.
Set M°={ffl6
Af |t> • m = i|/(u)w, v G C).
in gI"(C). Then t»w_, d n" and »>"_, > M° c Af°. Since /: n" -» Af° the inductive hypothesis implies that there exists w G Af° such that fiX) = (X -^(A'))h', X G n". But then it is clear that fiX) = (X -i(X))w, X G n. Q.E.D.
We have given the above proof of Theorem 3.2 since it is quite elementary. However, using the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence, it is easily proven that if Af is a Whittaker module for pn then //^(n, M) = 0 for i > 0. We now sketch this result. We first prove that under the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1, //¿(n, Af) = 0 for / > 0. This is done by induction on /. For / = 1 this is the statement of Lemma 3.1. If true for / -1 and we are in the case of / then n D CX¡ as a normal subalgebra and the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence has E2 term H$(n/CX" H$(CX" Af)) =* H^"(n, M). H*(CX" M) = 0 for q > 0 and H°(CX" M) is a Whittaker module for 2'"1, CA, © 2'"1, CH,. Thus EC* = 0\ip>0orq>0.
The spectral sequence thus degenerates at the E2 term and yields the desired result. We now return to the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. Using the same induction as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and the above argument using the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence we have Theorem 3.2'. // A7 is a Whittaker module for p" then #¿(n, Af ) = 0 for i > 0.
Let C^ be the n-module C with action \p. It is thus easy to see that dimWh(C7(i))(8>l/(n)C^ = l.
But then U(p) ® uw C^ is irreducible. Since Af is clearly a quotient of U(p) ® t/(n) ^ the last part of (2) follows.
